CIRCLES OF CONNECTION

A one-day systemic constellations workshop

Saturday 1 August, 10.30 am – 6 pm
Kindlehill School, 8 Lake Street, Wentworth Falls,

An opportunity to deeply explore our relationships with our family, our ancestors, the living earth and ourselves

Through ceremony and ritual constellation work participants will experience themselves as part of ever increasing circles of connection rather than as isolated beings. There will be opportunity to honour ancestry and lineage and so access remembered love for healing and integration. We will be introducing elements of deep ecology work through nature constellation, which supports us to find our place amongst all things and in support of the planet.

Facilitated by Peter Glencross and Carolyn Armitage, Soul Healing with Love

Cost : $140

For enquiries or bookings, please contact
Vicky Puig - 4759 3615 - 0427 160 961 - vicky@livinghands.com.au
Maggie Mulham - 4784 2714 - 0413 800 903 - maggie@thechange.com.au
Please note: a $50 deposit is required to reserve your place

www.facebook.com/soulhealingconstellations